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Abstract

Causal Video Question Answering (CVidQA) queries not
only association or temporal relations but also causal rela-
tions in a video. Existing question synthesis methods pre-
trained question generation (QG) systems on reading com-
prehension datasets with text descriptions as inputs. How-
ever, QG models only learn to ask association questions
(e.g., “what is someone doing...”) and result in inferior
performance due to the poor transfer of association knowl-
edge to CVidQA, which focuses on causal questions like

“why is someone doing ...”. Observing this, we proposed
to exploit causal knowledge to generate question-answer
pairs, and proposed a novel framework, Causal Knowledge
Extraction from Language Models (CaKE-LM), leveraging
causal commonsense knowledge from language models to
tackle CVidQA. To extract knowledge from LMs, CaKE-LM
generates causal questions containing two events with one
triggering another (e.g., “score a goal” triggers “soccer
player kicking ball”) by prompting LM with the action (soc-
cer player kicking ball) to retrieve the intention (to score
a goal). CaKE-LM significantly outperforms conventional
methods by 4% to 6% of zero-shot CVidQA accuracy on
NExT-QA and Causal-VidQA datasets. We also conduct
comprehensive analyses and provide key findings for future
research.

1. Introduction

Video Question Answering (VidQA), which queries about
a video clip with a natural language question, is a funda-
mental task connecting natural language processing with
computer vision [29,35,41]. VidQA requires QA systems to
understand both natural language questions and their corre-
sponding visual contents, and further figure out the relations
between entities or actions. Recent studies have advanced
beyond VidQA to focus on Causal Video Question Answer-
ing (CVidQA), which focuses on causal relations between
events [18, 32], where one event triggers another event. For

Conventional 
(Question Generation)

Ours 
(CaKE-LM)

Question: what type of soccer player kicking 
ball? Answer: soccer

caption: soccer players kicking ball

Question: why do soccer players kick ball? 
Answer: to score a goal

Figure 1. Motivation. Conventional question generation methods
ask association questions (e.g., “what type of playing kicking ball”)
that focus on entity linking, event recognition, or relation detection,
which can hardly adapt to Causal Video Question Answering. Our
CaKE-LM acquires causal commonsense knowledge by prompting
language models (e.g., “why do soccer players kick ball”).

example, “why is the man in the video running” asks about
not only entity (i.e., “man”), action (i.e., “running”), and
temporal relation (i.e., what happened before “running”),
but also the intention (i.e., what caused “running”). These
questions are more challenging because the model needs to
distinguish causation from association for intention under-
standing. Recent VidQA methods [3,33,34] require the high
annotation quality and massive quantity of question-answer
pairs to exhaust the causal relations. However, collecting the
annotations about causality is expensive, and it is difficult to
cover all the scenarios in the ever-changing world. There-
fore, improving the quality and quantity of QA annotations
becomes a critical bottleneck for training CVidQA systems.

Recent VidQA studies tackled the annotation issue by
utilizing question generation systems [11, 23] to automati-
cally synthesize training question-answers based on video
descriptions [19,35,37,38,41]. Among these works, Yang et
al. [37] leveraged the SQuAD dataset [24] to train the ques-
tion generator (QG) with implicit factoid QA style. Given
captions as inputs, QG models generate association ques-
tions such as “what type of player kicking ball?” However,
association knowledge does not imply causal knowledge and
results in poor adaptability to CVidQA. Although QA pairs
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generated by conventional question generation strategies im-
prove the performance of VidQA models by large margins,
these models failed to achieve improvements on causality-
related questions as good as other types of question (i.e.,
6% lower than the overall accuracy, as shown in Table 1).
This observation motivates us to ask the following question:
what is the required knowledge for causal video question
answering, and how to obtain it?

In this paper, we aim to generate question-answer data
containing causal commonsense knowledge for CVidQA,
which pinpoints the event by understanding cross-event
causal relations. Unlike conventional association knowledge
that focuses on entity linking, event recognition, and rela-
tion detection, causal commonsense knowledge addresses
the intention-action relation across events, where one event
(intention) triggers another (action), as shown in Figure 1.
Causal commonsense knowledge stems from massive and
general observation of events and cause-effect mapping be-
tween them. Thanks to the success of large-scale pre-training
on tremendous and domain-generic language data, language
models are witnessed to capture general knowledge from im-
mense data and can be utilized in understanding chat-bot user
intentions with dialogues [26, 27, 42] or classify cause-effect
relations [12]. However, unlike supervised trained question
generators, LMs do not provide a direct interface to map
video descriptions to question-answers for CVidQA train-
ing. Therefore, extracting causal knowledge from language
models for CVidQA still presents a challenge.

To tackle this challenge, we proposed a question-answer
generation framework, Causal Knowledge Extraction from
Language Models (CaKE-LM), to extract causal common-
sense knowledge from LMs for causal video question an-
swering. Noticing that a CVidQA question typically consists
of two events with a causal relation, e.g., an event X “soccer
players kicking ball” and another event Y “to score a goal”
that motivates the event X can be transferred to a QA pair:
why do soccer players kick ball? and A: to score a goal.
Observing this structure, we utilize the video description
as event X and acquire event Y by prompting LMs for the
intention of event X . Subsequently, we convert events X
and Y into a question and answer, respectively, and gener-
ate distractors by sampling from other answers to create a
multiple-choice question for CVidQA training.

We further conducted experiments on two large-scale
CVidQA datasets, NExT-QA [32], and Causal-VidQA [18].
Experimental results demonstrate 4% to 6% of accuracy im-
provement on zero-shot causal questions. We also explore
several key findings: (1) Causal knowledge for CVidQA is
distillable between LMs with a straightforward approach.
(2) Smaller LMs (GPT-Neo) with significantly fewer pa-
rameters (below 1.0% vs. GPT-3) are capable of few-shot
CVidQA (less than 1.0% accuracy gap), and (3) Bridging the
information gap between videos and text descriptions will

potentially further improve CVidQA performance. These
experimental results and findings suggest a novel perspective
for leveraging LMs for visual reasoning tasks.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows.

• The first use of causal commonsense knowledge from
LMs for zero-shot CVidQA.

• A novel framework, CaKE-LM, for extracting knowl-
edge from LMs and generating QAs for CVidQA train-
ing by decomposing QA and prompting LMs.

• Improving results of up to 6% compared to traditional
methods.

• Comprehensive analysis and key findings for future
research.

2. Related Work
2.1. Causal Video Question Answering

Video question answering (VidQA) has been a crucial
multi-modal task bridging natural language processing and
computer vision. Early days VidQA [35, 41] mainly focused
on querying objects or actions according to referential or
spatial relations. Subsequent VidQA datasets [16, 17, 40]
stepped forward to temporal relations of successive events.
Compared to above datasets, Causal Video Question An-
swering (CVidQA) [18, 32] is more challenging due to the
requirement of understanding causation beyond temporal as-
sociation. Thanks to the large-scale datasets, several recent
models [12, 33, 34] were proposed by graph reasoning with
object-level representation. However, the collection of high
quality and quantity datasets obstacles the employment of
CVidQA models in the ever-changing world. Therefore, an
adaptive and scalable data generation method is necessary
for CVidQA application development.

2.2. QA Generation for Video QA

Automatic QA generation appears to be a desired solu-
tion for CVidQA applications as it avoids the prohibitive
cost. Although several prior works [28, 30] have gener-
ated question-answer pairs with videos, a major limitation
is that they require annotated QA pairs to train the ques-
tion generation systems. Therefore, many researchers utilize
descriptions associated with videos and text question genera-
tion systems. Several datasets [35, 41] were collected in this
manner by rule-based QA generation systems [11], but the di-
versity of QA was limited by pre-defined templates. Recent
studies [37, 38] have employed neural question generation
models, such as T5 [23], which have been pre-trained on
large-scale human-labeled datasets (e.g., SQuAD [24]), re-
sulting in significant performance gains over traditional rule-
based methods. Nevertheless, this approach is limited by the
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patterns present in the pre-training dataset, which are pri-
marily associative, resulting in poor adaptability to CVidQA
applications. Unlike previous work, our approach extracts
causal commonsense knowledge from language models that
are not explicitly trained on a specific dataset. Consequently,
our method excels in generating CVidQA QAs without rely-
ing on human-annotated data or model fine-tuning.

2.3. Language Models Adaptation

LMs pre-trained with causal language modeling CLM,
which predicts the next word based on the previous context,
are fundamental backbones of natural language processing.
Large-scale Language Models (LLMs) [1, 2, 22] leverage
the self-supervised property of CLM and vast text data on
the web to acquire superior general reasoning capability.
Recent studies suggested that LMs could be utilized to obtain
procedural knowledge [20], understand user intention in
dialogues [26, 27, 42] or learn from context to predict future
events [31]. Another line of research [12] fine-tuned LMs
to tackle cause-effect classification task. Inspired by recent
studies in NLP, we leverage LMs for multi-modal CVidQA
tasks by generating questions with prompting. LMs have
been utilized for knowledge VQA tasks [8, 39] by serving
as an external knowledge base. These methods used in-
context learning to perform knowledge extraction with few
examples. We move a step forward to tackle CVidQA by
acquiring causal commonsense knowledge.

3. Approach

Causal Knowledge Extraction from Language Models
(CaKE-LM) aims to extract causal commonsense knowledge
for CVidQA by inquiring about intentions based on provided
events from LMs without the need for data allocation or
model fine-tuning, as shown in Figure 2. CaKE-LM is
composed of Knowledge Source (Section 3.1), Knowledge
Extraction by prompting (Section 3.2) and Question Gen-
eration (Section 3.3). We also investigate the knowledge
transferability between different LMs by Distillation with
LM Answer (Section 3.4).

3.1. Causal Knowledge from Language Models

Intuitively, LMs acquire causal commonsense knowledge
through training on causal language modeling (CLM) ob-
jective, as understanding the cause-and-effect relationships
improves next word prediction. Recent literature also shows
the causal reasoning ability of LMs carrying causal common-
sense knowledge for downstream tasks. For example, [13]
utilized GPT-3 for intention prediction based on the causal
relation, e.g., X gets X’s car repaired because X wanted →
to maintain the car. This aligns with our objective of acquir-
ing knowledge for CVidQA in the format of “Q: why is X
getting X’s car repaired? A: to maintain the car.” As such,

we utilize Language Models (LMs) as our source of causal
knowledge.

3.2. Knowledge Extraction by Prompting

Different from conventional question generators, LMs are
trained with CLM and do not provide an interface to generate
questions for CVidQA, and fine-tuning the model requires
further data annotation and is not scalable. Therefore, we
cope with this challenge by decomposing a CVidQA ques-
tion into two causal-associated events Ex and Ey , where Ex

is triggered by Ey. Next, for a video V id, we leverage the
associated caption Cap as Ex, and inquire Ey by prompting
for n possible intentions of Ex based on causal knowledge
of the language model:

Response = LM(Prompt(Cap)), (1)

where Prompt is the prompt function and Responses rep-
resents the response generated by LM . To investigate LM
behaviors, we define zero-shot and few-shot prompts as fol-
lows:
Zero-shot Prompting. GPT-2 demonstrated a noteworthy
ability for zero-shot conversational question answering [25],
outperforming several fully-supervised models [22] even
though it was not pre-trained on this particular QA format.
This motivates us to prompt the LMs in a question format of

“what is the intention of {Cap}?” in order to extract causal
knowledge from LMs.
Few-shot Prompting. Recent research [8, 39] has demon-
strated that using in-context learning with a limited num-
ber of examples presented in the prompt to language mod-
els can yield promising results. We take advantage of this
concept and define the few-shot prompting with k exam-
ple inputs Input = {I1, I2 · · · Ik} and outputs Output =
{O1, O2 · · ·Ok} as:

“Input: {I1}
Output: {O1}
· · ·
Input: {Ik}
Output: {Ok}
Input: {Cap}
Output:”.

3.3. Question-Answer Generation

With the caption Cap and the causal-associated response
Response, we then generate the questions in multi-choice
format with a question, the answer, and other options as
the distractors. As Response is the LM predicted inten-
tion of Cap, we utilize Response as the correct answer
Ans and transfer Cap from declared sentence to interrog-
ative sentence to obtain the question. Specifically, we first
randomly select a question prefix Pre from why is, why
did, why does, and concatenate the prefix with the caption
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Caption: 
the two wrestlers 
were in the ring

Response:
compete

Question: why are the two wrestlers in 
the ring

Options: [compete, commute, breed, 
guide, practice]
Answer_idx: 0

a. Knowledge Source
(3.1)

b. Knowledge 
    Extraction 
    by Prompting 
    (3.2)

c. Question Generation (3.3)

Vid:

Caption

Response

d. Distillation w/ 
LM Answer (3.4)

Language Model

Figure 2. CaKE-LM. To acquire causal commonsense knowledge from LMs (a., Section 3.1), we prompt the LM to retrieve potential
intentions (b., 3.2). Finally, the LM response and the caption are transformed into a multi-choice question for CVidQA (c., Section 3.3). We
also investigate the potential of transferring this knowledge to another LM (d., Section 3.4).

as Q0 = {Pre}{Cap}. Then, we pass Q0 into a gram-
mar correction system1 GC and generate corrected question
Q = GC(Q0).

Next, to obtain contextually similar distractors, we
cluster all responses into option pools and sample the
distractors of an answer from the pool where the an-
swer belongs to. In particular, we cluster responses
{response1, response2 · · · response|R|} into |P | pools ac-
cording to their RoBerTa2 [21] features:

rembi = RoBerTa(responsei), (2)

P1, P2 · · ·P|P | = Cluster(remb1, remb2, · · · remb|R|),
(3)

where Pi represents the ith pool.
Next, for an answer Ans belongs to pool pj , we sample

|D| distractors d1, d2, · · · , d|D| from pj . The answers and
the distractors Ans, d1, d2, · · · , d|D| are then merged and
shuffled as Options. Finally, we have V id,Q,Options to
train models for CVidQA.

3.4. Distillation with LM Answer

Since LMs may include redundant information for
CVidQA that increases computation cost, and future research
might want to explore the opportunity of combining knowl-
edge from multiple LMs, we further investigate the feasibil-
ity of distilling causal knowledge from one LM to another.
Therefore, we inspect a straightforward way to distill LM
knowledge: Training with LM-generated responses. Specifi-
cally, for a caption Cap and a response Response, we train
another LM LMD mapping from Cap to Response:

Response = LMD(θ, Cap) (4)
1https://huggingface.co/vennify/t5-base-grammar-correction
2https://huggingface.co/roberta-large

, where θ refers to trainable parameters of LMD. In practice,
LMD can have significantly fewer parameters and knowl-
edge from multiple LMs. Future research is encouraged
to explore effective methods for distilling knowledge from
multiple sources to enhance performance.

4. Experiments

4.1. Setup

Datasets Our approach is evaluated on two large-scale
datasets: NExT-QA with 8,564 test questions3 [32] and
Causal-VidQA [18] with 10,760 test questions4. Both
datasets include both causal and non-causal questions and
we primarily focus on the performance of causal questions.
For NExT-QA, we mainly examine on Causal category, in-
cluding why (e.g., why was the toddler in red crying at the
end of the video) and how (e.g., how did the lady help the
toddler who fell at the end?). For Causal-VidQA, Explana-
tion (e.g., why did [p1] hold tight on the rope), Prediction
(e.g., where will [p2] go), and Counterfactual (e.g., what
would happen if the rope broke) are considered.

Video QA Models We evaluate our approach by training
Video QA models with the QAs generated by CaKE-LM
pipeline. To test the robustness of our approach, we evaluate
it using multiple models, including non-graph-based CoMem
[6] and graph-based HGA [14]. CoMem generates multi-
level contextual representations using appearance features
(CNN) and motion features (3D-CNN) with the attention

353% of them (4,502) are causal questions
475% of them (8,070) are causal questions. Since we do not have access

to the test set, we evaluate our approach on the val set and do not use it for
tuning our model parameters or selecting the best checkpoint.
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Causal Why How All Diff

Zero-shot

Random 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 0.00
Just-Ask [37] 31.87 30.43 35.98 38.38 -6.51
CaKE-LM + HGA (Ours) 35.28 34.71 36.89 34.77 +0.51
CaKE-LM + CoMem (Ours) 35.70 35.31 36.81 34.85 +0.85

10% Semi-supervised HGA 33.01 32.83 33.50 35.64 -2.63
CoMem 30.63 29.68 33.33 32.70 -2.07

100% Supervised HGA 47.56 47.85 46.72 49.82 -2.26
CoMem 44.42 44.01 45.61 46.93 -2.51

Table 1. NExt-QA results. “Diff” denotes the performance difference between Causal and All. Our method surpasses zero-shot Just-Ask by
over 4% in Causal accuracy on the NEXT-QA dataset, while Just-Ask suffers from a notable decline in Causal category. Our method not
only outperforms semi-supervised methods but also achieves superior Diff compared to Just-Ask and supervised methods. This suggests a
more effective retrieval of causal knowledge for CVidQA. (Section 4.2)

mechanism. HGA represents videos and questions as graphs
and uses graph convolutional networks for reasoning.

Baselines We compare with the state-of-the-art approach
[37] of traditional QA generation. We use the best check-
point provided by the official implementation5, which is pre-
trained on the HowToVA69M and WebVidVQA3M datasets.
We also compare our results with the oracle case, where a
small portion (10%) or all (100%) of the training data is used
as references.

Video Descriptions We use captions from the MSRVTT
[36] dataset. To evaluate the effectiveness of the distillation
approach outlined in Section 3.4, we split MSRVTT into
GPT-10K (w/ 10,000 captions) and T5-130K (w/ 130,000
captions). We generate answers using a pre-trained LM LM
and train another LM LMD with GPT-10K. We then gener-
ate answers using distilled model LMD with T5-130K. Our
full model uses both GPT-10K and T5-130K for CVidQA
training.

Language Models We use GPT-26 [22], GPT-Neo [1]
(1.3B7 and 2.7B8) trained on the Pile [7], and GPT-39 [2].
Apart from setting temperature to 0.7, max len to 20, and
top k to 5 10 , we use the default hyper-parameters. We pro-
vide examples of few-shot prompting by randomly sampling
5 QAs from NExT-QA and transferring the question to the

5https://github.com/antoyang/just-ask
6https://huggingface.co/gpt2
7https://huggingface.co/EleutherAI/gpt-neo-1.3B
8https://huggingface.co/EleutherAI/gpt-neo-2.7B
9OpenAI text-davinci-003 API https://openai.com/api/

10Our empirical findings indicate that adjusting the max len and top k
parameters in the prompt for GPT-3 yields favorable results. As such, we
utilize the default max len and top k settings and use prompts in the
format of “what is the intention of {Cap}? Provide {top k} answers within
{max len}”.

declared sentence. For the distillation experiments (Section
3.4), we distill from GPT-3 to T5-large11 model.

Video QA training In all of our experiments, we followed
the NExT-QA [32] video preprocessing method, where we
uniformly sampled eight segments of 16 consecutive frames.
For visual features, we used Resnet101 [10] pre-trained on
ImageNet [4] and inflated 3D ResNeXt-101 [9] pre-trained
on Kinetics [15] as our feature extractors. For question
and answer features, we pre-trained BERT [5] on our gener-
ated training set and extracted QA features adhering to the
NExT-QA setting. To adapt an open-ended QA model for
multiple-choice QA, we concatenated each candidate answer
with the question and optimized the model with Hinge Loss,
following the NExT-QA implementation.

For video QA training, we employ the default NeXT-QA
implementation12 with the exception of setting the patience
in the ReduceLROnPlateau to 2 instead of 5, and the maxi-
mum number of epochs to 25 instead of 50, as we observed a
faster convergence during training. We conduct the training
on a single NVIDIA TITAN RTX GPU, and each experiment
takes around 18 to 24 hours at most.

4.2. Video QA Performance

Baseline Comparison As shown in Table 1, CaKE-LM
significantly outperform state-of-the-art QA generation
model Just-Ask [37] by 4% of accuracy on NExT-QA bench-
mark. CaKE-LM also surpasses the semi-supervised trained
model. Note that Just-Ask generated 72 million QAs and
was pre-trained with 100K high quality, human-labeled ques-
tions (SQuAD). Additionally, Just-Ask uses a more advanced
VidQA backbone, outperforming HGA by 4-6% on MSVD-
QA and MSRVTT-QA without pre-training13. Conversely,

11https://huggingface.co/t5-large
12https://github.com/doc-doc/NExT-QA
13Just-Ask paper [37] Table 4 and 5
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CaKE-LM generates only 140K QAs, and the performance
is expected to improve with more data. This showcases the
superior causal knowledge extraction capability of CaKE-
LM. Additionally, Just-Ask’s overall accuracy decreases by
6.5% in the Causal category, indicating challenges in adapt-
ing to CVidQA but showing the promising adaptability of
CaKE-LM.

Causal Why How All

GPT-10K 33.45 33.17 34.24 33.19
T5-130K 35.14 35.10 35.27 34.64

GPT-10K + T5-130K 35.28 34.71 36.89 34.77

Table 2. Ablation study shows that LM causal knowledge is trans-
ferrable from GPT-3 (175B) to T5 (770M) with minimal perfor-
mance loss (0.13%) despite the significant difference in parameters.
(Section 4.2)

Knowledge Transferability Table 2 illustrates the trans-
fer of causal knowledge to another LM by training with
LM responses. T5-large (770M) has only 0.44% of GPT-
3’s (175B) parameters, yet its performance when trained
with only T5-130K is only 0.13% worse than GPT-10K +
T5-130K. Moreover, training with T5-130K yields better per-
formance than training with GPT-10K alone. This approach
not only reduces computation cost and hardware require-
ments, but also demonstrates the transferability of causal
knowledge with such a straightforward way, indicating the
potential for distilling knowledge from multiple LMs.

Causal-VidQA Results CaKE outperforms Just-Ask by
6% causal accuracy as shown in Table 3. Causal-VidQA
evaluates models’ understanding of both the answer (A) and
the reason behind it (R) in prediction and counterfactual
categories. We compare CaKE and Just-Ask to supervised
methods that are trained with only answers for fair compari-
son. Furthermore, when compared to supervised methods,
Just-Ask exhibits less than half the performance in causal
categories and a drop in performance of about 1/4 in the de-
scription category. These results suggest that while Just-Ask
performs well in traditional video QA tasks, it is less effec-
tive for CVidQA tasks. Contrarily, CaKE-LM, which uses
causal commonsense knowledge, significantly outperforms
Just-Ask in Explanation (by 13%) and Counterfactual (by
7%) tasks. Both Just-Ask and CaKE-LM face challenges
when it comes to prediction tasks. We hypothesize that inten-
tion knowledge obtained from LMs may not transfer easily
to prediction tasks, and suggest future research to address
this issue by using more diverse prompting techniques, such
as using inquiry LM to obtain results according to actions.

4.3. Language Model Analysis

Do We Need Extremely Large LMs? Even smaller lan-
guage models like GPT-Neo (which has only 1-2% of the
parameters of GPT-3) can serve as effective QA generators
for CVidQA. As demonstrated in Table 2, GPT-Neo-2.7B
(with just 5 examples) outperforms Just-Ask (31.87, see Ta-
ble 1) in terms of causal performance, achieving a score of
32.52. In contrast, extremely large GPT-3 performs well
even with fewer examples provided. In our experiments, all
LMs except for GPT-3 experienced a drastic drop in perfor-
mance by 1.5% to 3%.

Zero-shot vs Few-shot Prompting Table 4 shows that
providing non-GPT-3 LMs with few examples improves QA
performance. In addition, 1 shot is only comparable and
sometimes even worse than 0 shot, while increasing the
examples from 1 to 5 notably improves the performance.
Nonetheless, GPT-3 does not derive significant benefit from
few-shot prompting. This indicates that pre-trained GPT-
3 can be prompted by human instructions, whereas other
variants of LMs require examples to effectively extract causal
commonsense knowledge for CVidQA.

Frequent words in LM answers As shown in Table 5.
Few-shot LMs tend to generate common words from input
datasets. This tendency may occur due to contextual similar-
ity among examples, such as references to the same entity.
For zero-shot LMs, GPT-3 can generate abstract summaries
such as “enterain”, while non-GPT-3 LMs may produce ir-
relevant words such as “think,”, “like,” “question,” “know.”
These irrelevant words come from context-irrelevant answers
like ”I don’t know” or ”I mean.” (4.4 for more discussion)
In addition, GPT-3 generates more verbs in all settings. This
finding suggests different behavior among LMs despite simi-
lar CVidQA performance.

4.4. Error Analysis

Context Irrelevant Error A LM generates irrelevant text
when it fails to understand the prompt, as seen in Figure 3.
We hypothesize that the model responds based on the dis-
tribution of the training corpus. Context-irrelevant answers
can skew data but have related mild impact on performance
in multi-choice settings, as they are uncommon in Video QA
datasets. However, in open-ended scenarios, these gener-
ated responses may pose a challenge and require additional
processing.

Non-causal Correlation Error Sometimes LMs generate
answers that are relevant to the caption but do not accurately
reflect the intention , such as the second example in Figure
3. In this case, the model may assume correlation implies
cause-and-effect. This could influence CVidQA training as
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AccD AccE AccP AccC Causal All
A R AR A R AR

Random 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 4.00 20.00 20.00 4.00 9.33 12.00
Just-Ask 48.11 35.75 29.81 30.55 10.43 35.12 35.97 14.00 20.06 27.07

Ours + HGA 43.21 49.29 26.00 23.99 8.76 41.26 43.22 21.17 26.41 30.61
Ours + CoMem 41.95 49.44 23.47 22.84 7.50 40.88 43.30 21.09 26.01 30.00

Supervised (HGA) 66.82 64.18 46.27 48.57 27.52 54.51 54.25 35.80 42.50 48.57
Supervised (CoMem) 64.92 62.44 46.60 47.09 27.33 54.21 53.17 34.24 41.34 47.23

Table 3. Our method outperforms Just-Ask in a significant margin on Causal-VidQA dataset. D: Description, E: Explanation, P : Prediction,
C: Counterfactual. Causal: D,P,C. A represents the answer and R represents the reason, while AR means correctly outputting both the
answer and the reason. (Section 4.2)

LM 0 shot 1 shot 5 shot
Cau. Why How All Cau. Why How All Cau. Why How All

GPT-2 28.46 27.96 29.89 29.21 28.64 28.68 28.52 29.21 30.09 29.62 31.43 31.41
GPT-Neo-1.3B 29.47 28.89 31.08 30.28 28.49 28.14 29.46 29.27 31.38 30.79 33.05 32.48
GPT-Neo-2.7B 29.53 28.83 31.51 30.41 29.71 29.29 30.91 30.57 32.52 31.73 34.76 32.64
GPT-3 33.45 33.17 34.24 33.19 33.65 33.71 33.48 33.27 33.79 33.50 34.59 34.52

Table 4. Cau.: Causal. LMs significantly smaller than GPT-3 also outperform JustAsk (31.87 causal accuracy) with merely 5 examples
provided. Also, providing several examples improves LMs. (Section 4.3)

Context Irrelevant Error: is it no longer a matter of that? it is rather a matter of doing 
what the man would
Non-causal Correlation Error: the man is on the floor
Visual Mismatch Error: climbing

Caption: the man pulls himself up by the ropes

Figure 3. Three errors observed in LM-generated responses. Context Irrelevant Error: generated response is completely unrelated to the
input caption. Non-causal Correlation Error: Relevant but not causal response. Visual Mismatch Error: Causal response according to the
caption but is not represented in the video. (Section 4.4)

distractors are usually relevant but non-causal. Therefore,
addressing this error is crucial for improving performance in
CVidQA.

Visual Mismatch Error Sometimes LMs provide a rea-
sonable intention based on the prompt, but the answer is
not aligned with the video, as shown in Figure 3. Captions
may not contain all the information in a video, making it

difficult for LMs to understand the video content accurately.
To address this, solutions such as incorporating additional
information, like object detection, can be explored. This
error is a key challenge in not only CVidQA but in general
LM-based visual reasoning, and further research should aim
to address it.
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GPT-2 GPT-Neo (1.3B) GPT-Neo (2.7B) GPT-3

0 Shot
one think like think like question think man like entertain fun show

people man could know mean video question mean one entertainment creating
know question idea people game one say know people man inform viewers

1 Shot
man girl output, man video baby man woman boy playing singing music

video playing one boy game girl baby girl video game ask show
baby get boy play woman playing one talking playing fun making laughing

5 Shot
man girl one man play video man playing play singing playing making

video boy playing playing game baby game baby talking music showing enjoying
woman baby get boy get dance video woman song fun dancing show

Inputs: man video cartoon talking playing game woman two people singing boy stage

Table 5. Top 9 generated words of each LM and the top 15 words in input captions. Red: overlapped nouns, Blue: overlapped verbs. (Section
4.3)

4.5. Potential Extensions

While we already demonstrated promising results in chal-
lenging Causal Video Question Answering, there are various
exciting directions to further improve or extend our work to
other tasks. We try to discuss some of them to pave paths for
future research.

Visual-aware QA Generation As discussed in Section 4.4,
visual mismatch is one of gaps in utilizing LMs. Bridging
this gap can not only improve CaKE-LM but also enhance
the utility of LMs in visual reasoning tasks as transferring
visual signals into text tokens is a common and straightfor-
ward practice to leverage LM knowledge. There are two
challenges for CVidQA: (1) ensuring the completeness of
video descriptions provided to LMs, and (2) evaluating the
alignment of LM responses with the video content. Chal-
lenge 1 can be addressed by obtaining more information on
different levels in video through tools such as object detec-
tion, action recognition, or scenegraph generation. These
tools can complement captions and provide rich context to
guide LMs for more concise responses. Meanwhile, apply-
ing a visual-language similarity between generated responses
and the videos can help to filter out reasonable but visually
mismatched responses and alleviate challenge 2.

Different QA Applications Our study demonstrates the
effectiveness of leveraging LMs to tackle the challenging
task of CVidQA in VidQA. Our CaKE-LM pipeline can be
extended to address other QA applications, such as temporal
prediction, by using different prompts or examples. For in-
stance, by prompting LMs with the question “What could be
the result of {Cap}?”, we can extract LM predictions based
on commonsense causal knowledge. We can also prompt
LMs not only with the prediction or intention but also with
the reason, which not only enhances the performance of the

Causal-VidQA dataset but also improves explainability. By
prompting from different angles, such as intention, result,
reason, or counterfactual, we can extract causal common-
sense knowledge from LMs to further improve CVidQA
models. LMs can enhance traditional VidQA tasks by pro-
viding associations based on commonsense about associated
objects or actions. For instance, we can prompt LMs with
questions like “What objects could be present in the video
during {Cap}?” to obtain relevant associations.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we investigate the utilization of causal com-

monsense knowledge in LMs for zero-shot CVidQA. We
propose a novel framework, CaKE, for extracting causal
commonsense knowledge from LMs by prompting and gen-
erating QAs to train CVidQA models. Results show a 4%
to 6% improvement compared to previous methods on two
large-scale benchmarks. We also conduct comprehensive
analyses and provide key findings for future research.
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